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About This Content

Men of War: Assault Squad 2 - Airborne is the second DLC for AS2. It comes with a set of new features and additional
singleplayer content. Fight as airborne commander behind enemy lines and support allied landing operations. The success of

these operations will depend solely on you!

Finally, you will be able to fight against bots in multiplayer matches through LAN or online with friends. New ranked statistics
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for bot matches allow you to keep track of your progress. Level up faster with XP bonuses for friends and increase the
difficulty of your opponents for bigger challenges!

Key features:

Multiplayer bots for LAN, internet games and match-making in four difficulty modes

New personal statistics for bot matches

5 new singleplayer skirmishes in which you fight as a stealth and airborne commander

Free updates:

Steam lobby chat

In-game friends list and quick join functionality

Async texture loader for enhanced stability of modded games

New session filters for faster server browsing

many more.
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Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
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Good value for unlock the sound four and costumes\ud83d\ude0a. It's not bad but not great either. There are many good ideas
like team building, but they were not played out very well. Characters are two-dimentional and lacks depth. You could almost
guess what a certain person would say or do in a certain situation. Their "big secrets" does nothing to make them more
interesting or attractive. And the most important thing: story just gets blander and blander after each chapter.. better then goat
sim by far. Kakaya-ta chren'. Great route, testing scenarios, have as yet not completed them all. Steam era at it best. You will
enjoy the free roam scenarios.. **This is a temporary review** August 10, 2018

Currently, I am unable to run Quick Drive on this route. The game actually freezes upon loading, crashing, and causing me to
exit altogether. I am afraid to try career scenarios. I am glad I bought this on sale because I liked this route while it worked. I
will update this review if\/when it is fixed. Very disappointed in DTG. This is the answer to, "What if GalCon Fusion was turn-
based?" I like it, because I'm an old turn-based kind-of-guy. It's not terribly deep gameplay, but if you want a quick diversion
that doesn't require a huge commitment, this is nice.
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ENG:

I can't trust anymore U-Play Online company because, they never update their games & still this game not providing almost any
features that i looking for.

I can't recommend the product.

FIN:

Min\u00e4 en voi en\u00e4\u00e4n luottaa U-Play Online yritykseen koska he eiv\u00e4t koskaan p\u00e4ivit\u00e4
heid\u00e4n pelej\u00e4\u00e4n & silti t\u00e4m\u00e4k\u00e4\u00e4n peli ei viel\u00e4 tarjoa niit\u00e4 ominaisuuksia
joita haluan.

En voi suositella tuotetta.. Game hangs. Unplayable.. The BEST computer hardware training program ever.

My GTX760 evolve to GTX960 in 2 years and then evolve to GTX1060 in the next 2 years. Currently, I am training it to
RTX2060!

(~SARCASM~). I do not believe that their is enough content in this game to justify the price they are charging for it.. Beautiful
game, it provides the perfect experience! Nice graphics and audio, but sometimes really hard to play.
i would like to see more levels soon.. this should be game of the year for vr flight games. I HAVE THIS DLC IS COOOL.
General Rating: 8\/10
In Genre Rating: 9\/10

Very interesting game with plenty of customization. You get to play in any city you want and yes, that means small towns too. I
love the concept and the DLC is pretty reasonable. Not needed to have fun but expands the game.. A great game, 100%
recommended although I would like to have a group for the community of this game and have more content. This was a fun
little adventure.
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